
 

     

 We Live to Discover

IDSTEIN (January 2023) – Nature in its most pristine state may deliver weather and obstacles that make reaching a desired  
destination a test of wills. Jack Wolfskin’s technical Discover Wilderness Collection available in spring 2023 is engineered to 
provide maximum protection while trekking in challenging outdoor environments when the weather can change in an instant.  
Designed for researchers, conservationists and all who live to discover, the collection of men’s and women’s jackets,  
pants, shirts, vests, accessories, footwear and equipment was field tested for durability and performance in rain, heat 
and jagged rocky terrain by those who dedicate their lives to experiencing and protecting pristine locations. During the 
production of the campaign, storyteller Taylor Rees and her scientist father, are out and about in the nature of the Scottish  
Highlands and experience breathtaking moments as well as the most varied of capricious weather conditions in this special  
landscape. Innovation is at the heart of the collection, notably present through a collaboration between Jack Wolfskin  
and Schoeller Textil AG where the two companies’ combined nearly 200 years of knowledge to co-develop new, high- 
performance fabrics in sustainably advanced compositions. For the first time Jack Wolfskin pairs its Texapore Ecosphere 
waterproof breathable membrane, made from pre-consumer waste, with Schoeller’s own two- and three-layer shell fabric 
technologies that are soft, supple and nearly silent yet offer unsurpassed weather protection and interior comfort. Technical 
details are abundant in the apparel, footwear and packs, from ventilation solutions to pocket placements and zipper designs.

Discover Wilderness Collection 
Delivers Maximum Protection 
for Outdoor Pursuits
Jack Wolfskin and Schoeller Introduce Co-developed, 
Sustainably Advanced Performance Fabrics



   

Exclusive Collaboration 

• Joint development of two premium brands:  
 Jack Wolfskin unites its Texapore Ecosphere  
 membrane, made entirely from pre-consumer  
 waste, with Schoeller’s high-tech fabrics. 
• The extremely abrasion-resistant Schoeller  
 outer material impresses with its particularly  
 soft feel, generates virtually no sound and  
 possesses significant stretch properties. 
• Smart, multi-functional venting options. 
• Water-resistant zipper, zero-noise button  
 closure. 
• Stowable or detachable hood with multiple  
 options for adjustment. 
• 2 side pockets, 1 inside pocket. 

Material: Texapore Ecosphere Pro SCHOELLER 
3L: 63 % Polyamide (Recycled)
Weight: 670g (Size M); RRP: £ 450.00

Ingenious shirt 

• Multi-functional long-sleeve made of durable,  
 quick-drying fabric that neutralizes odours  
 and provides long-lasting freshness thanks to  
 Microban® technology. 
• High UV protection and brrr° triple chill effect  
 cooling technology. 
• Sleeves roll up and may be fixed in place. 
• Smart ventilation system at front with  
 integrated pockets. 
• High cut collar. 
• 2 chest pockets. 

Material: Texadri Dust Dye Crinkle Anti Odour: 
100 % Polyamide 
Weight: 290 g (Size M); RRP: £ 110.00

A pair of pants for explorers 

• Robust, multi-functional pants for expeditions  
 or hiking. Ergonomic cut and high stretch  
 content. 
• Wind and water repellent fabric by Schoeller,  
 very breathable, fast drying, and extremely  
 abrasion resistant. 
• Smart ventilation below the knee and  
 additional cooling thanks to the all-natural  
 brrr° triple chill effect technology. 
• Plenty of storage space: 2 side pockets, 1  
 back pocket and 2 thigh pockets. 
• Fasteners for secure attachment to the shoe. 

Material: SCHOELLER Dryskin Lite: 90 %  
Polyamide, 10 % Elastane; bluesign® Product 
Weight: 430 g (Size M); RRP: £ 180.00

Secure on-body stowage 

• Well-designed vest for researchers and  
 outdoor explorers made from a material mix  
 of robust polyamide and organic cotton for  
 high wearing comfort. 
• The water-repellent fabric dries quickly and  
 provides generous ventilation. 
• Highly adjustable. 
• Ample and secure storage space in the  
 spacious pockets - also for camera lens,  
 maps, etc. 

Material: Cotton Blend Crinkle DWR:  
75 % Polyamide, 25 % Cotton (Organic)
Weight: 280 g (Size M); RRP: £ 120.00

Trailblazing hiking boots 

• The upper of this ankle-high hiking boot  
 is made from robust leather (Gold Standard  
 certified) and extremely abrasion-resistant  
 CORDURA material. 
• The waterproof, breathable Texapore  
 Ecosphere membrane is made from  
 pre-consumer waste. 
• The Vibram ECOSTEP sole consists of  
 30 % recycled rubber. 
• Excellent traction even on the most  
 demanding terrain. 

Material: Leather, Texapore Ecosphere Pro
Weight: 1004 g (Pair/Size 4); RRP: £ 170.00

Organizational talent 

• This large capacity photo backpack with its  
 smart, modular Packing-Cube offers high  
 flexibility, protection and easy access to all  
 camera equipment – with the Cube removed,  
 it is a fully-fledged trekking backpack. 
• Protected front compartment for 14“ device,  
 mounting option for tripod and lens, small  
 rain cover for the camera, separate and  
 removable memory card case. 
• Great carrying comfort and optimal load  
 distribution thanks to X-Transition carrying  
 system. 
• Water-repellent, durable material made from  
 recycled polyamide fibres. 

Material: Cross Rip 280D RE: 100 % Polyamide 
(Recycled); bluesign® Product 
Weight: 4.000 g, Capacity: 50+15 l; RRP: £ 320.00

01  Diskovera 3L Jkt M

05  Terraquest Texapore Mid M04  Diskovera Utility Vest 06  Wilderness Photo Pack 65

02  Diskovera LS Shirt M 03  Diskovera Pants M



   

Adapted to wilderness 

• Unprecedented collaboration between two  
 premium brands: Jack Wolfskin unites its  
 Texapore Ecosphere membrane, made  
 entirely from pre-consumer waste, with high- 
 tech shell fabrics from Schoeller. 
• The extremely abrasion-resistant Schoeller  
 outer material impresses with its particularly  
 soft feel, generates virtually no sound and  
 possesses enormous elastic properties. 
• Smart, multi-functional venting options. 
• Water-resistant zipper, zero-noise button  
 closure. 
• Stowable or detachable hood with multiple  
 options for adjustment. 
• 2 side pockets, 1 inside pocket. 

Material: Texapore Ecosphere Pro SCHOELLER 
3L: 63 % Polyamide (Recycled) 
Weight: 595 g (Size M); RRP: £ 450.00

Wool trekking t-shirt

• Breathable, functional t-shirt for multi-day  
 trekking trips. 
• Soft merino wool and polyester construction  
 wicks moisture and keeps the skin dry and  
 comfortable.
• Anti-odour technology. 
• Longer cut in back designed to comfortably  
 wear with a backpack. 

Material: Merino Wool-Blend Single Jersey: 
50 % Wool (Merino); 50 % Polyester
Weight: 100 g (Size S); RRP: £ 60.00

Well-designed down to the last detail 

• Robust, multi-functional pants for expeditions  
 or hiking. Ergonomic cut and high stretch  
 content. 
• Wind and water repellent fabric by Schoeller,  
 very breathable and fast drying. 
• Smart ventilation below the knee and  
 additional cooling thanks to the all-natural  
 brrr° triple chill effect technology. 
• Plenty of storage space: 2 side pockets,  
 1 back pocket and 2 thigh pockets. 
• Fasteners for secure attachment to the shoe. 

Material: SCHOELLER Dryskin Lite:  
90 % Polyamide, 10 % Elastane 
Weight: 360 g (Size M); RRP: £ 180.00

Robust water repellent travel bag 

• Suited for a trip to the Andes or research  
 expeditions, this travel bag is made from  
 extremely durable, abrasion and water  
 resistant material with PU coating. 
• Removable shoulder straps and 2 padded,  
 heavy-duty side handles. 
• Main compartment with 3 inside pockets,  
 the flush front pocket features a water- 
 repellent zipper. 
• Lockable zipper, 65 litre capacity.

Material: Ballistic 1680D: 100 % Polyamide; 
bluesign® Product 
Weight: 1400 g; Capacity: 65 l; RRP: £ 150.00

Ultra-Lightweight shelter for 3 made of 
recycled materials

• Two vestibules provide abundant room for gear. 
• The flysheet and groundsheet are made of  
 recycled material. 
• The inner tent consists of breathable fabric. 
• Specially designed DAC aluminium pole  
 framework makes the tent easy to pitch and  
 extremely stable in the wind. 
• Two air vents in the roof, two doors and four  
 screened mesh panels deliver optimal  
 ventilation. 
• Flysheet fabric is coated with silicone on both  
 sides. This reduces the weight significantly  
 and increases the tear resistance and UV  
 resistance of the fabric. 
• PFC-free

Material: Fly: 20D RE Nylon Cross Rip Sil /Sil 
(1500 mm); 100 % Polyamide (Recycled) Inner: 
20D RE Nylon Cross Rip Breathable Floor:  
20D RE Nylon Cross Rip Sil /PU (5000 mm);  
100 % Polyamide (Recycled)
Weight: 4880 g (Strip Down 4410)  
RRP: £ 600.00

Trailblazing hiking boots 

• The upper of this ankle-high hiking boot  
 is made from robust leather (Gold Standard  
 certified) and extremely abrasion-resistant  
 CORDURA material. 
• The waterproof, breathable Texapore  
 Ecosphere membrane is made from  
 pre-consumer waste. 
• The Vibram ECOSTEP sole consists of  
 30 % recycled rubber. 
• Excellent traction even on the most  
 demanding terrain. 

Material: Leather, Texapore Ecosphere Pro 
Weight: 1004 g (Pair/Size 4); RRP: £ 170.00

01  Diskovera 3L Jkt W

05  Expedition Trunk 65 06  Terraquest Texapore Mid W

03  Real Dome Lite III

04  Kammweg S/S W

02  Diskovera Pant W


